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A highly decorated Navy SEAL shares stories of his years of combat experience
in Afghanistan, providing leadership insights that will shift your view of yourself
and provoke life-altering change. Before leaving for combat in Afghanistan, Navy
SEAL Thom Shea promised his wife that he would write to his children in case he
didn't make it back. What was initially intended to be a private memoir for his
family turned into a powerful set of lessons for anyone striving to perform beyond
what they believe possible. Shea's stories, while action-packed and entertaining,
provide incredible insights on leadership, family, and excellence. In Unbreakable,
Shea teaches readers how to achieve and maintain a strong internal dialogue
through no matter what the task. Read this book and transform your life.
THE HEART AND THE FIST shares one man’s story of extraordinary leadership
and service as both a humanitarian and a warrior. In a life lived at the raw edges
of the human experience, Greitens has seen what can be accomplished when
compassion and courage come together in meaningful service. As a Rhodes
Scholar and Navy SEAL, Greitens worked alongside volunteers who taught art to
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street children in Bolivia and led US Marines who hunted terrorists in Iraq. He’s
learned from nuns who fed the destitute in one of Mother Teresa’s homes for the
dying in India, from aid workers who healed orphaned children in Rwanda, and
from Navy SEALs who fought in Afghanistan. He excelled at the hardest military
training in the world, and today he works with severely wounded and disabled
veterans who are rebuilding their lives as community leaders at home. Greitens
offers each of us a new way of thinking about living a meaningful life. We learn
that to win any war, even those we wage against ourselves; to create and obtain
lasting peace; to save a life; and even, simply to live with purpose requires
us—every one of us—to be both good and strong.
The New York Times best selling book that takes you inside SEAL Team Six –
the covert squad that killed Osama Bin Laden SEAL Team Six is a secret unit
tasked with counterterrorism, hostage rescue, and counterinsurgency. In this
dramatic, behind-the-scenes chronicle, Howard Wasdin takes readers deep
inside the world of Navy SEALS and Special Forces snipers, beginning with the
grueling selection process of Basic Underwater Demolition/SEAL (BUD/S)—the
toughest and longest military training in the world. After graduating, Wasdin faced
new challenges. First there was combat in Operation Desert Storm as a member
of SEAL Team Two. Then the Green Course: the selection process to join the
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legendary SEAL Team Six, with a curriculum that included practiced land warfare
to unarmed combat. More than learning how to pick a lock, they learned how to
blow the door off its hinges. Finally as a member of SEAL Team Six he
graduated from the most storied and challenging sniper program in the country:
The Marine's Scout Sniper School. Eventually, of the 18 snipers in SEAL Team
Six, Wasdin became the best—which meant one of the best snipers on the planet.
Less than half a year after sniper school, he was fighting for his life. The mission:
capture or kill Somalian warlord Mohamed Farrah Aidid. From rooftops,
helicopters and alleys, Wasdin hunted Aidid and killed his men whenever
possible. But everything went quickly to hell when his small band of soldiers
found themselves fighting for their lives, cut off from help, and desperately trying
to rescue downed comrades during a routine mission. The Battle of Mogadishu,
as it become known, left 18 American soldiers dead and 73 wounded. Howard
Wasdin had both of his legs nearly blown off while engaging the enemy. His
dramatic combat tales combined with inside details of becoming one of the
world's deadliest snipers make this one of the most explosive military memoirs in
years.
In The Finishing School, former Navy SEAL Dick Couch, author of the acclaimed
Warrior Elite, follows SEALs on the ground and in the water as they undergo
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SEAL Tactical Training. In America’s new war, the first guns in the fight are
special operations forces, including the Navy SEALs, specially trained warriors
who operate with precision, swiftness, and lethal force. In the constantly shifting
war on terror, SEAL units—small in number, flexible, stealthy, and efficient—are
more vital than ever to America’s security as they take the battle to an elusive
enemy around the globe. But how are Navy SEALs made? In Warrior Elite,
Couch narrated one SEAL class's journey through BUD/S training, the brutal
initial course that separates out candidates with the character and stamina
necessary to begin training as Navy SEALs. In The Finishing School, Couch
follows SEALs into the next levels of training—SEAL Tactical Training—where they
master combat skills such as precision shooting, demolitions, secure
communications, parachuting, diving, and first aid. From there, the men enter
operational platoons, where they subordinate their individual abilities to the
mission of the group and train for special operations in specific geographic
environments. Never before has a civilian writer been granted such close access
to the training of America’s most elite military forces. The Finishing School is
essential reading for anyone who wants to know what goes into the making of
America’s best warriors.
Now the inspiration for the CBS Television drama, "The Unit." Delta Force. They
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are the U.S. Army's most elite top-secret strike force. They dominate the modern
battlefield, but you won't hear about their heroics on CNN. No headlines can
reveal their top-secret missions, and no book has ever taken readers inside—until
now. Here, a founding member of Delta Force takes us behind the veil of secrecy
and into the action-to reveal the never-before-told story of 1st Special Forces
Operational Detachment-D (Delta Force). He is a master of espionage, trained to
take on hijackers, terrorists, hostage takers, and enemy armies. He can deploy
by parachute or arrive by commercial aircraft. Survive alone in hostile cities.
Speak foreign languages fluently. Strike at enemy targets with stunning swiftness
and extraordinary teamwork. He is the ultimate modern warrior: the Delta Force
Operator. In this dramatic behind-the-scenes chronicle, Eric Haney, one of the
founding members of Delta Force, takes us inside this legendary counterterrorist
unit. Here, for the first time, are details of the grueling selection
process—designed to break the strongest of men—that singles out the best of the
best: the Delta Force Operator. With heart-stopping immediacy, Haney tells what
it's really like to enter a hostage-held airplane. And from his days in Beirut, Haney
tells an unforgettable tale of bodyguards and bombs, of a day-to-day life of
madness and beauty, and of how he and a teammate are called on to kill two
gunmen targeting U.S. Marines at the Beirut airport. As part of the team sent to
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rescue American hostages in Tehran, Haney offers a first-person description of
that failed mission that is a chilling, compelling account of a bold maneuver
undone by chance—and a few fatal mistakes. From fighting guerrilla warfare in
Honduras to rescuing missionaries in Sudan and leading the way onto the island
of Grenada, Eric Haney captures the daring and discipline that distinguish the
men of Delta Force. Inside Delta Force brings honor to these singular men while
it puts us in the middle of action that is sudden, frightening, and nonstop around
the world.
The last Pacific campaign of World War II was the most violent on record. Vice
Admiral Marc Mitscher’s Task Force 58 carriers had conducted air strikes on
mainland Japan and supported the Iwo Jima landings, but his aviators were
sorely tested once the Okinawa campaign commenced on 1 April 1945. Rain of
Steel follows Navy and Marine carrier aviators in the desperate air battles to
control the kamikazes directed by Vice Admiral Matome Ugaki. The latter would
unleash ten different Kikusui aerial suicide operations, one including a naval
force built around the world’s most powerful battleship, the 71,000-ton Yamato.
These battles are related largely through the words and experiences of some of
the last living U.S. fighter aces of World War II. More than 1,900 kamikaze
sorties—and thousands more traditional attack aircraft—would be launched against
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the U.S. Navy’s warships, radar picket ships, and amphibious vessels during the
Okinawa campaign. In this time, Navy, Marine, and Army Air Force pilots would
claim some 2,326 aerial victories. The most successful four-man fighter division
in U.S. Navy history would be crowned during the fight against Ugaki’s
kamikazes. The Japanese named the campaign tetsu no ame (“rain of steel”),
often referred to in English as “typhoon of steel.”
A former Navy SEAL and author of The Warrior Elite draws on firsthand
interviews with warriors fresh from combat in the Middle East and other theaters
of war to explore the role of U.S. Special Operations Forces in the battle against
international terrorism, examining the grueling SEAL training and offering profiles
of the elite warriors and their battlefield roles. Reprint. 20,000 first printing.
On 8 November 2004, the largest battle of the War on Terror began, with the US
Army's assault on Fallujah and its network of tens of thousands of insurgents
hiding in fortified bunkers, on rooftops, and inside booby-trapped houses. For
Sgt. David Bellavia of 3rd Platoon, Alpha Company, it quickly turned into a battle
on foot, from street to street and house to house. On the second day, he and his
men laid siege to a mosque, only to be driven to a rooftop and surrounded,
before heavy artillery could smash through to rescue them. By the third day,
Bellavia charges an insurgent-filled house and finds himself trapped with six
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enemy fighters. One by one, he shoots, wrestles, stabs, and kills five of them,
until his men arrive to take care of the final target. It is one of the most hairraising battle stories of any age -- yet it does not spell the end of Bellavia's
service. It would take serveral more weeks before the Battle of Fallujah finally
came to a close, with Bellavia, miraculously, alive. In the words of the author:
"HOUSE TO HOUSE holds nothing back. It is a raw, gritty look at killing and
combat and how men react to it. It is gut-wrenching, shocking and brutal. It is
honest. It is not a glorification of war. Yet it will not shy from acknowledging this:
sometimes it takes something as terrible as war for the full beauty of the human
spirit to emerge."
#1 NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER • NOW A MAJOR MOTION PICTURE •
Look for special features inside. Join the Random House Reader’s Circle for
author chats and more. In boyhood, Louis Zamperini was an incorrigible
delinquent. As a teenager, he channeled his defiance into running, discovering a
prodigious talent that had carried him to the Berlin Olympics. But when World
War II began, the athlete became an airman, embarking on a journey that led to a
doomed flight on a May afternoon in 1943. When his Army Air Forces bomber
crashed into the Pacific Ocean, against all odds, Zamperini survived, adrift on a
foundering life raft. Ahead of Zamperini lay thousands of miles of open ocean,
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leaping sharks, thirst and starvation, enemy aircraft, and, beyond, a trial even
greater. Driven to the limits of endurance, Zamperini would answer desperation
with ingenuity; suffering with hope, resolve, and humor; brutality with rebellion.
His fate, whether triumph or tragedy, would be suspended on the fraying wire of
his will. Appearing in paperback for the first time—with twenty arresting new
photos and an extensive Q&A with the author—Unbroken is an unforgettable
testament to the resilience of the human mind, body, and spirit, brought vividly to
life by Seabiscuit author Laura Hillenbrand. Hailed as the top nonfiction book of
the year by Time magazine • Winner of the Los Angeles Times Book Prize for
biography and the Indies Choice Adult Nonfiction Book of the Year award
“Extraordinarily moving . . . a powerfully drawn survival epic.”—The Wall Street
Journal “[A] one-in-a-billion story . . . designed to wrench from self-respecting
critics all the blurby adjectives we normally try to avoid: It is amazing,
unforgettable, gripping, harrowing, chilling, and inspiring.”—New York “Staggering
. . . mesmerizing . . . Hillenbrand’s writing is so ferociously cinematic, the events
she describes so incredible, you don’t dare take your eyes off the page.”—People
“A meticulous, soaring and beautifully written account of an extraordinary
life.”—The Washington Post “Ambitious and powerful . . . a startling narrative and
an inspirational book.”—The New York Times Book Review “Magnificent . . .
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incredible . . . [Hillenbrand] has crafted another masterful blend of sports, history
and overcoming terrific odds; this is biography taken to the nth degree, a
chronicle of a remarkable life lived through extraordinary times.”—The Dallas
Morning News “An astonishing testament to the superhuman power of
tenacity.”—Entertainment Weekly “A tale of triumph and redemption . . .
astonishingly detailed.”—O: The Oprah Magazine “[A] masterfully told true story .
. . nothing less than a marvel.”—Washingtonian “[Hillenbrand tells this] story with
cool elegance but at a thrilling sprinter’s pace.”—Time “Hillenbrand [is] one of our
best writers of narrative history. You don’t have to be a sports fan or a warhistory buff to devour this book—you just have to love great
storytelling.”—Rebecca Skloot, author of The Immortal Life of Henrietta Lacks
With a postscript describing SEAL efforts in Afghanistan, The Warrior Elite takes
you into the toughest, longest, and most relentless military training in the world.
What does it take to become a Navy SEAL? What makes talented, intelligent
young men volunteer for physical punishment, cold water, and days without
sleep? In The Warrior Elite, former Navy SEAL Dick Couch documents the
process that transforms young men into warriors. SEAL training is the distillation
of the human spirit, a tradition-bound ordeal that seeks to find men with
character, courage, and the burning desire to win at all costs, men who would
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rather die than quit.
A gritty, no-holds-barred behind-the-scenes memoir of life as one of the world's
top snipers In Sniper Elite, Rob Maylor takes readers inside the closed world of
the elite Special Forces sniper, detailing Maylor's dedication to the dark art of
sniping and touching on the history of the great snipers who came before him. As
one of Australia's most highly trained and successful combat marksmen, he tells
the story of his years on the front lines, from his early service with the Royal
Marines in Northern Ireland, to action in Iraq and most recently in Afghanistan
where he was involved in some of the heaviest fighting in the conflict. He also
chronicles his near-death experience in a Blackhawk helicopter that crashed off
Fiji, killing two of his friends, and how he would walk for hours, sometimes days,
through hostile country until he found the right position. Then, when the moment
was right, he aimed, and with absolute precision, put the bullet just where it was
going to have the most effect. Filled with dark humor and the almost religious
sense of brotherhood within such an exclusive group of warriors, this is an
explosive and revealing combat memoir—and an inside look at the shadowy world
of the modern sniper.
New York Times Bestseller Over 2.5 million copies sold For David Goggins,
childhood was a nightmare - poverty, prejudice, and physical abuse colored his
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days and haunted his nights. But through self-discipline, mental toughness, and
hard work, Goggins transformed himself from a depressed, overweight young
man with no future into a U.S. Armed Forces icon and one of the world's top
endurance athletes. The only man in history to complete elite training as a Navy
SEAL, Army Ranger, and Air Force Tactical Air Controller, he went on to set
records in numerous endurance events, inspiring Outside magazine to name him
The Fittest (Real) Man in America. In this curse-word-free edition of Can't Hurt
Me, he shares his astonishing life story and reveals that most of us tap into only
40% of our capabilities. Goggins calls this The 40% Rule, and his story
illuminates a path that anyone can follow to push past pain, demolish fear, and
reach their full potential.
Following the success of his recent book on Navy SEALs in Iraq, The Sheriff of
Ramadi, bestselling author and combat veteran Dick Couch now examines the
importance of battlefield ethics in effectively combating terrorists without losing
the battle for the hearts of the local population. A former SEAL who led one of the
only successful POW rescue operations in Vietnam, Couch warns that the
mistakes made in Vietnam forty years ago are being repeated in Iraq and
Afghanistan, and that the stakes are even higher now. His book takes a critical
look at the battlefield conduct of U.S. ground-combat units fighting insurgents in
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Iraq and Afghanistan. Since the prize of the fight on the modern battlefield is the
people, he warns every death has a consequence. Every killing has both
strategic and moral significance for U.S. warriors. From his unique and qualified
perspective, Couch examines the sources and issues that can lead to wrong
conduct on the battlefield, and explains how it comes about and what can be
done to correct it. He considers the roles of command intent and the official rules
of engagement, but his primary focus is on ethical conduct at the squad and
platoon level. Tactical ethics, according to the author s definition, is the moral and
ethical armor that should accompany every American warrior into battle, and
these standards apply to the engaged unit as well as to the individual. A harsh
critic of immoral combat tactics, Couch offers realistic measures to correct these
potentially devastating errors. He argues that as a nation, we must do all we can
to protect our soldiers humanity, for their sake, so they can return from service
with honor, and for our sake as a people and for our standing in the world.
The first in-depth look at the marine hero who has become one of the most
beloved and admired men in America today: Secretary of Defense James Mattis.
A devout student of history and erudite reader revered by rank and file soldiers,
officers, academics, politicians, and ordinary citizens, General James Mattis is
one of the most admired leaders serving America today. A man who has long
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used his position as a model for the soldiers he leads, Mattis in 2003 shared a
"Message to All Hands" with the men and women under his command, outlining
their responsibilities as soldiers of the corps. Emphasizing the importance of the
mission and the goal to act with honor, Mattis ended with the motto he had
adopted from another great figure, Roman general Lucius Cornelius Sulla:
"Demonstrate to the world that there is ‘No Better Friend, No Worse Enemy’
than a US Marine." The first Trump presidential cabinet nominee, Mattis, retired
from activity military duty for only three years at the time, received a rare
Congressional waiver to hold the civilian position of Secretary of Defense, and in
the hyper-partisan political atmosphere of 2017, astonishingly received nearly
unanimous, bipartisan support for his nomination. After months of headlinemaking chaos involving the White House, Mattis remains one of the few widely
revered members of the Trump administration. In this illuminating biography, Jim
Proser looks beyond Mattis’ professional competence to focus on the driving
element behind Mattis’ success: his unimpeachable character—a formidable
personal integrity that fosters universal confidence. Proser carefully examines the
events of Mattis’ life and career to reveal a man who leads with insight, humor,
fighting courage, and fierce compassion—not only for his fellow Marines, but for
the innocent victims of war. Chronicling how Mattis’ martial and personal values
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have elevated him to the highest levels of personal success and earned him the
trust of a nation, Proser makes clear how America is stronger because of his
service and his example.
Why Does America Go to War? In the last decades, America has gone to war as
supposed defenders of democracy. The War on Terror was waged to protect the
west from the dangers of Islamists. US Solders are stationed in over 800
locations across the world to act as the righteous arbiters of the rule of law. In
What The Spoils of War Andrew Cockburn brilliantly dissects the intentions
behind Washington's martial appetites. The American war machine can only be
understood in terms of the "private passions" and "interests" of those who control
it - principally a passionate interest in money. Thus, as he witheringly reports,
Washington expanded NATO to satisfy an arms manufacturer's urgent financial
requirements; the U.S. Navy's Pacific fleet deployments were for years dictated
by a corrupt contractor who bribed high-ranking officers with cash and prostitutes;
senior marine commanders agreed to a troop surge in Afghanistan in 2017
"because it will do us good at budget time." Based on years of wide-ranging
research, Cockburn lays bare the ugly reality of the largest military machine in
history: squalid, and at the same time terrifyingly dangerous.
An unconventional war requires unconventional men—the Special Forces. Green
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Berets • Navy SEALS • Rangers • Air Force Special Operations • PsyOps • Civil
Affairs • and other special-mission units The first two Commanders books, Every
Man a Tiger and Into the Storm, provided masterly blends of history, biography,
you-are-there narrative, insight into the practice of leadership, and plain oldfashioned storytelling. Shadow Warriors is all of that and more, a book of
uncommon timeliness, for, in the words of Lieutenant General Bill Yarborough,
“there are itches that only Special Forces can scratch.” Now, Carl Stiner—the
second commander of SOCOM, the U.S. Special Operations Command—and
Tom Clancy trace the transformation of the Special Forces from the small core of
outsiders of the 1950s, through the cauldron of Vietnam, to the rebirth of the SF
in the late 1980s and 1990s, and on into the new century as the bearer of the
largest, most mixed, and most complex set of missions in the U.S. military. These
are the first-hand accounts of soldiers fighting outside the lines: counterterrorism,
raids, hostage rescues, reconnaissance, counterinsurgency, and psychological
operations—from Vietnam and Laos to Lebanon to Panama, to Saudi Arabia,
Kuwait, and Iraq, to the new wars of today…
Documents the complete training regimen of the U.S. Army's Special Forces
soldiers, the Green Berets, from their initial recruitment, through their physically
and mentally grueling course of training, detailing the special character,
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intelligence, language skills, and adaptability that the Army looks for in selecting
these versatile troops. Reprint. 25,000 first printing.
The Inside Story of America's Ultimate Warriors When Osama bin Laden was
assassinated, the entire world was fascinated by the men who had completed the
seemingly impossible mission that had dogged the U.S. government for over a
decade. SEAL Team 6 became synonymous with heroism, duty, and justice.
Only a handful of the elite men who make up the SEALs, the US Navy's best and
bravest, survive the legendary and grueling selection process that leads to
becoming a member of Team 6, a group so classified it technically does not even
exist. There are no better warriors on Earth. Don Mann knows what it takes to be
a brother in this ultra-selective fraternity. As a member of Seal Team Six for over
eight years and a SEAL for over seventeen years, he worked in countless covert
operations, operating from land, sea, and air, and facing shootings,
decapitations, and stabbings. He was captured by the enemy and lived to tell the
tale, and he participated in highly classified missions all over the globe, including
Somalia, Panama, El Salvador, Colombia, Afghanistan, and Iraq. As a
coordinator for several civilian SEAL training programs, and as a former Training
Officer of SEAL Team Six, he was directly responsible for shaping the bodies and
minds of SEALs who carried out the assassination of Osama bin Laden. But to
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become a SEAL, Mann had to overcome his own troubled childhood and push
his body to its breaking point--and beyond. INSIDE SEAL TEAM 6 is a high
octane narrative of physical and mental toughness, giving unprecedented insight
to the inner workings of the training and secret missions of the world's most
respected and feared combat unit.
In April of 1972, SEAL Lieutenant Tom Norris risked his life in an unprecedented ground
rescue of two American airmen who were shot down behind enemy lines in North Vietnam, a
feat for which he would be awarded the Medal of Honor--an award that represents the pinnacle
of heroism and courage. Just six months later, Norris was sent on a dangerous special
reconnaissance mission that would take his team deep into enemy territory. On that mission,
they engaged a vastly superior force. In the running gun battle that ensued, Lieutenant Norris
was severely wounded; a bullet entered his left eye and exited the left side of his head. SEAL
Petty Officer Mike Thornton, under heavy fire, fought his way back onto a North Vietnamese
beach to rescue his officer. This was the first time Tom and Mike had been on a combat
mission together. Mike's act of courage and loyalty marks the only time in modern history that
the Medal of Honor has been awarded in a combat action where one recipient received the
Medal for saving the life of another. By Honor Bound is the story of Tom Norris and Mike
Thornton, two living American heroes who grew up very differently, entered military service and
the Navy SEAL teams for vastly different reasons, and were thrown together for a single
combat mission--a mission that would define their lives from that day forward.
A fresh, unique insider’s view of what it’s like to be a woman aviator in today’s US Navy—from
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pedicures to parachutes, friendship to firefights. Caroline Johnson was an unlikely aviation
candidate. A tall blonde debutante from Colorado, she could have just as easily gone into
fashion or filmmaking, and yet she went on to become an F/A-18 Super Hornet Weapons
System Officer. She was one of the first women to fly a combat mission over Iraq since 2011,
and one of the first women to drop bombs on ISIS. Jet Girl tells the remarkable story of the
women fighting at the forefront in a military system that allows them to reach the highest
peaks, and yet is in many respects still a fraternity. Johnson offers an insider’s view on the
fascinating, thrilling, dangerous and, at times, glamorous world of being a naval aviator. This is
a coming-of age story about a young college-aged woman who draws strength from a tight knit
group of friends, called the Jet Girls, and struggles with all the ordinary problems of life: love,
work, catty housewives, father figures, make-up, wardrobe, not to mention being put into
harm’s way daily with terrorist groups such as ISIS and world powers such as Russia and Iran.
Some of the most memorable parts of the book are about real life in training, in the air and in
combat—how do you deal with having to pee in a cockpit the size of a bumper car going 600
miles an hour? Not just a memoir, this book also aims to change the conversation and to
inspire and attract the next generation of men and women who are tempted to explore a life of
adventure and service.
The former Assault Element Commander with top-secret SEAL Team 6 offers a firsthand
account of previously classified SEAL operations around the world, clandestine operations
involving combat patrol, reconnaisance missions, counterterrorist operations, and more along
the Mosquito Coast, in the heart of Beirut, and other locales. Reprint.
The founder of Blackwater offers the gripping true story of the world’s most controversial
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military contractor. In 1997, former Navy SEAL Erik Prince started a business that would recruit
civilians for the riskiest security jobs in the world. As Blackwater’s reputation grew, demand for
its services escalated, and its men eventually completed nearly 100,000 missions for both the
Bush and Obama administrations. It was a huge success except for one problem: Blackwater
was demonized around the world. Its employees were smeared as mercenaries, profiteers, or
worse. And because of the secrecy requirements of its contracts with the Pentagon, the State
Department, and the CIA, Prince was unable to correct false information. But now he’s finally
able to tell the full story about some of the biggest controversies of the War on Terror, in a
memoir that reads like a thriller.
The Navy SEALs have been fighting terrorists around the world for over a decade. And for all
that time, the Bandito Platoon SEALS from SEAL Team Seven have been on continuous
combat rotation. Now they have drawn a shipboard assignment off Central America—an easy
day. But for a Navy SEAL, the only easy day was yesterday. In a powerful story of global antiterrorism inspired by real life missions, Act of Valor combines stunning combat scenes, up-tothe minute battlefield technology, and heart-pumping emotion for the ultimate action adventure.
Act of Valor takes you deep into the secretive world of today’s most elite, highly trained group
of warriors. When the rescue of a kidnapped CIA operative leads to the discovery of a deadly
terrorist plot against the United States, a team of SEALs is dispatched on a worldwide
manhunt. As the men of Bandito Platoon race to stop a coordinated attack that could kill and
wound thousands of American civilians, they must balance their commitments to country,
team, and their families back home. But each time they accomplish their mission, a new piece
of intelligence reveals another shocking twist to the plot, which stretches from Chechnya to the
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Philippines and from Ukraine to Somalia. The widening operation sends the SEALs across the
globe as they track the terrorist ring to the U.S.-Mexico border—where they engage in an epic
firefight with potentially unimaginable consequences for America…
The Red Circle: My Life in the Navy SEAL Sniper Corps and How I Trained America's
Deadliest Marksmen Now including an excerpt from The Killing School: Inside the World's
Deadliest Sniper Program BEFORE HE COULD FORGE A BAND OF ELITE WARRIORS...
HE HAD TO BECOME ONE HIMSELF. Brandon Webb's experiences in the world's most elite
sniper corps are the stuff of legend. From his grueling years of training in Naval Special
Operations to his combat tours in the Persian Gulf and Afghanistan, The Red Circle provides a
rare and riveting look at the inner workings of the U.S. military through the eyes of a covert
operations specialist. Yet it is Webb's distinguished second career as a lead instructor for the
shadowy "sniper cell" and Course Manager of the Navy SEAL Sniper Program that trained
some of America's finest and deadliest warriors-including Marcus Luttrell and Chris Kyle-that
makes his story so compelling. Luttrell credits Webb's training with his own survival during the
ill-fated 2005 Operation Redwing in Afghanistan. Kyle went on to become the U.S. military's
top marksman, with more than 150 confirmed kills. From a candid chronicle of his student
days, going through the sniper course himself, to his hair-raising close calls with Taliban and al
Qaeda forces in the northern Afghanistan wilderness, to his vivid account of designing new
sniper standards and training some of the most accomplished snipers of the twenty-first
century, Webb provides a rare look at the making of the Special Operations warriors who are
at the forefront of today's military. Explosive, revealing, and intelligent, The Red Circle provides
a uniquely personal glimpse into one of the most challenging and secretive military training
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courses in the world.
A gripping novel of men training to become Navy SEALs who are pushed to their physical and
mental limits---and what happens when those thresholds are crossed... in David Reid's Suffer
in Silence It's the pivotal test faced by every Navy SEAL: one hundred twenty sleepless hours
of relentless physical punishment, interrupted only by hypothermia-inducing surf torture.
Ensign Grey thought he knew what to expect, but when Seaman Murray attempts to blackmail
an instructor who is determined to see him fail, Hell Week takes on a new meaning. With
deteriorating health and a dangerous enemy in hot pursuit, the two unlikely friends struggle to
survive. What happens in the darkness at the edge of the Pacific will change their lives forever.
The most complete history of the U.S. Navy SEALs—from their roots in World War II to their
celebrated efforts in the War on Terror—written with the unprecedented cooperation of the
Naval Special Warfare community. The book will tie-in with a fall 2014 PBS series. Over the
last fifty years, a small Navy unit has evolved into the world’s most celebrated fighting force:
the U.S. Navy SEALs. Until now, their stories have been sealed in the chambers of operational
secrecy—and the brotherhood of SEAL anonymity. Drawing on exclusive interviews with more
than 100 former special operators, highly respected retired SEAL Dick Couch and awardwinning author Bill Doyle record their stories in Navy Seals and give us the epic chronicle
these legendary warriors deserve. Navy Seals charts the SEALs story, from their origins in the
daring Naval Combat Demolition Teams, Underwater Demolition Teams, Scouts and Raiders
commando units, and OSS Operational Swimmers of WWII to their coming of age in Vietnam
and rise to glory in Iraq and Afghanistan after 9/11. Illustrated with 40-pages of photographs,
here are the greatest missions of the world’s most legendary special operators—in their own
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words.
From the #1 New York Times bestselling co-author of No Easy Day comes an insightful, inside
look at the Green Berets—a legendary corps of soldiers whose exploits made military history.
But now, its very identity and role as a fighting force may be forever changed. Until the war in
Iraq, Special Forces were the military’s counterinsurgency experts. Their specialty was going
behind enemy lines and training insurgent forces. In Afghanistan, they toppled the Taliban by
transforming Northern Alliance fighters into cohesive units. But since that time, Special Forces
units have focused on offensive raids. With time running short, the Green Berets have now
gone back to their roots. Award-winning journalist Kevin Maurer traveled with a Special Forces
team in Afghanistan, finding out firsthand the inside story of the lives of this elite group of
highly trained soldiers. He witnessed the intense brotherhood, the rigorous selection process,
and the arduous training that makes them the best on the battlefield. Here, Maurer delivers a
compelling account of modern warfare and of a fighting force that is doing everything in its
power to achieve victory.

This now-classic tale of SEAL combat action in Vietnam marked Dick Couch's
debut as a novelist in 1990 and sold more than 100,000 copies. Hailed for its
authenticity, it was the first novel about Navy SEALs to be written by one of their
own. Couch, a SEAL platoon leader in the Mekong Delta from 1970 to 1971,
includes gripping descriptions of dangerous operations that continue to attract a
broad audience, with many bestselling authors calling his book a sensational
story they can't put down. This new paperback edition features a foreword by the
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former head of the Naval Special Warfare Command.
**THE NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER** With all the SEALs' recent
successes, we have been getting a level of attention we are not used to. It's been
flattering but something important has been missing from the discussion. People
keep describing what we do, but no one has even scratched the surface of how
and why. The unique psychology behind it. Operating in the world’s most hostile
environments, the Navy SEALs are highly skilled warriors, finely tuned and ready
for action. Now, for the first time, Lieutenant Commander Rorke Denver offers a
compelling and profound insight into the extreme bravery, borderline lunacy, and
touching camaraderie of this elite brotherhood. Packed with tales from the
gruelling training process and real-life operations, Rorke Denver recounts his
evolution from a young SEAL hopeful pushing his way through Hell Week, into a
warrior engaging in dangerous stealth missions across the globe, and finally into
a lieutenant commander directing the indoctrination programmes and the “Hero
or Zero” missions his graduating SEALs undertake. From hunting Osama bin
Laden to hostage rescues in Somalia and momentum-shifting operations in
Afghanistan and Iraq, the SEALs hit hard and fast, moving in and out of conflict
zones without leaving a trace. Through the course of Denver’s story, you’ll see
what it takes to become one of them and why they are the damn few.
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Established in 1986, the U.S. Special Operations Command was set up to bring
the special operational disciplines of all branches of the military under a single,
unified command to act on missions involving unconventional warfare, special
reconnaissance, foreign internal defense, and direct action... The Marine Special
Operations Command ("MARSOC") is the newest component of the military's
shift toward a fully integrated Special Operations Command structure. At first, the
Marines were strongly against any Marines serving under anyone other than
another Marine. Then 9/11 happened. In the years following, Marine forces found
themselves growing more agreeable to inter-branch operational command, finally
forming the Marine Special Operations Command in 2006. Always Faithful,
Always Forward follows the journey of a class of Marine candidates from their
recruitment, through assessment and selection, to their qualification as Marines
Special Operators. Retired Navy Captain Dick Couch has been given
unprecedented access to this new command and to the individual Marines of this
exceptional special-operations unit, allowing him to chronicle the history and
development of the Marine Special Operations Command and how they find,
recruit, and train their special operators.
Think and act like a Navy SEAL and you can survive anything. You can live
scared—or be prepared. “We never thought it would happen to us.” From random
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shootings to deadly wildfires to terrorist attacks, the reality is that modern life is
unpredictable and dangerous. Don’t live in fear or rely on luck. Learn the SEAL
mindset: Be prepared, feel confident, step up, and know exactly how to survive
any life-threatening situation. Former Navy SEAL and preeminent American
survivalist Cade Courtley delivers step-by-step instructions anyone can master in
this illustrated, user-friendly guide. You’ll learn to think like a SEAL and how to:
improvise weapons from everyday items * pack a go bag* escape massshootings * treat injuries at the scene* subdue a hijacker * survive extreme
climates * travel safely abroad* defend against animal attacks * survive pandemic
* and much more Don’t be taken by surprise. Don’t be a target. Fight back,
protect yourself, and beat the odds with the essential manual no one in the
twenty-first century should be without. BE A SURVIVOR, NOT A STATISTIC!
Vice Adm. William H. McRaven helped to devise the strategy for how to bring
down Osama bin Laden, and commanded the courageous U.S. military unit that
carried it out on May 1, 2011, ending one of the greatest manhunts in history. In
Spec Ops, a well-organized and deeply researched study, McRaven analyzes
eight classic special operations. Six are from WWII: the German commando raid
on the Belgian fort Eben Emael (1940); the Italian torpedo attack on the
Alexandria harbor (1941); the British commando raid on Nazaire, France (1942);
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the German glider rescue of Benito Mussolini (1943); the British midgetsubmarine attack on the Tirpitz (1943); and the U.S. Ranger rescue mission at
the Cabanatuan POW camp in the Philippines (1945). The two post-WWII
examples are the U.S. Army raid on the Son Tay POW camp in North Vietnam
(1970) and the Israeli rescue of the skyjacked hostages in Entebbe, Uganda
(1976). McRaven—who commands a U.S. Navy SEAL team—pinpoints six
essential principles of “spec ops” success: simplicity, security, repetition,
surprise, speed and purpose. For each of the case studies, he provides political
and military context, a meticulous reconstruction of the mission itself and an
analysis of the operation in relation to his six principles. McRaven deems the Son
Tay raid “the best modern example of a successful spec op [which] should be
considered textbook material for future missions.” His own book is an instructive
textbook that will be closely studied by students of the military arts. Maps, photos.
During World War II a community called Manzanar was hastily created in the high
mountain desert country of California, east of the Sierras. Its purpose was to
house thousands of Japanese American internees. One of the first families to
arrive was the Wakatsukis, who were ordered to leave their fishing business in
Long Beach and take with them only the belongings they could carry. For Jeanne
Wakatsuki, a seven-year-old child, Manzanar became a way of life in which she
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struggled and adapted, observed and grew. For her father it was essentially the
end of his life. At age thirty-seven, Jeanne Wakatsuki Houston recalls life at
Manzanar through the eyes of the child she was. She tells of her fear, confusion,
and bewilderment as well as the dignity and great resourcefulness of people in
oppressive and demeaning circumstances. Written with her husband, Jeanne
delivers a powerful first-person account that reveals her search for the meaning
of Manzanar. Farewell to Manzanar has become a staple of curriculum in schools
and on campuses across the country. Last year the San Francisco Chronicle
named it one of the twentieth century’s 100 best nonfiction books from west of
the Rockies. First published in 1973, this new edition of the classic memoir of a
devastating Japanese American experience includes an inspiring afterword by
the authors.
Sua Sponte Latin for “Of Their Own Accord” The 75th Ranger Regiment’s Motto
Army Rangers are not born. They are made. The modern 75th Ranger Regiment
represents the culmination of 250 years of American soldiering. As a fighting
force with our nation’s oldest and deepest tradition, the Regiment traces its
origins to Richard Rogers’s Rangers during the prerevolutionary French and
Indian War, through the likes of Francis Marion and John Mosby, to the five
active Ranger battalions of the Second World War, and finally, to the four
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battalions of the current Ranger regiment engaged in modern combat. Granted
unprecedented access to the training of this highly restricted component of
America’s Special Operations Forces in a time of war, retired Navy captain Dick
Couch tells the personal story of the young men who begin this difficult and
dangerous journey to become Rangers. Many will try, but only a select few will
survive to serve in the 75th Ranger Regiment. Sua Sponte follows a group of
these aspiring young warriors through the crucible that is Ranger training and
their preparation for direct-action missions in Afghanistan against America’s
enemies, anywhere, any time, and under any conditions. INCLUDES
PHOTOGRAPHS
Told through the eyes of current and former Navy SEALs, EYES ON TARGET is
an inside account of some of the most harrowing missions in American historyincluding the mission to kill Osama bin Laden and the mission that wasn't, the
deadly attack on the US diplomatic outpost in Benghazi where a retired SEAL
sniper with a small team held off one hundred terrorists while his repeated radio
calls for help went unheeded. The book contains incredible accounts of major
SEAL operations-from the violent birth of SEAL Team Six and the aborted
Operation Eagle Claw meant to save the hostages in Iran, to key missions in Iraq
and Afganistan where the SEALs suffered their worst losses in their fifty year
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history-and every chapter illustrates why this elite military special operations unit
remains the most feared anti-terrorist force in the world. We hear reports on the
record from retired SEAL officers including Lt. Cmdr. Richard Marcinko, the
founder of SEAL Team Six, and a former Commander at SEAL team Six, Ryan
Zinke, and we come away understanding the deep commitment of these military
men who put themselves in danger to protect our country and save American
lives. In the face of insurmountable odds and the imminent threat of death, they
give all to protect those who cannot protect themselves. No matter the situation,
on duty or at ease, SEALs never, ever give up. One powerful chapter in the book
tells the story of how one Medal of Honor winner saved another, the only time
this has been done in US military history. EYES ON TARGET includes these
special features: A detailed timeline of events during the Benghazi attack Sample
rescue scenarios from a military expert who believes that help could have
reached the Benghazi compound in time The US House Republican Conference
Interim Progress Report on the events surrounding the September 11, 2012
Terrorist Attacks in Benghazi Through their many interviews and unique access,
Scott McEwen and Richard Miniter pull back the veil that has so often concealed
the heroism of these patriots. They live by a stringent and demanding code of
their own creation, keeping them ready to ignore politics, bureaucracy and-if
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necessary-direct orders. They share a unique combination of character,
intelligence, courage, love of country and what can only be called true grit. They
are the Navy SEALs, and they keep their Eyes on Target.
The Finishing SchoolEarning the Navy SEAL TridentCrown
When the Bullet Hits Your Funny Bone: the Essence of a U.S. Navy SEAL is a
collection of true events about the author's time in U.S. Navy SEAL Teams and how
SEALs use their humor to cope with all sorts of tragic events that they experience in
their professional careers. This book offers the reader a personal glimpse into the
minds of America's most elite warriors. The stories explain how SEALs bond with each
other to become brothers-in-arms through their difficult training and tactical missions.
This book also explains why SEALs use extreme humor, on themselves and others, in
order to cope with a job that places these professional warriors face to face with death
on almost a daily basis There are are those who say that it is not logical to run into the
face of danger, perhaps that explains why most people think that SEALs are crazy. We
prefer to look danger in the eye and not run from it, perhaps this also explains why
there are not so many of us. When The Bullet Hits Your Funny Bone takes the reader
on an emotional roller-coaster ride of tragedy and laughter, giving the reader a
complete inner circle view into the professional and personal lives of America's most
elite warriors.
“The reigning queen of historical fiction” -- Fiona Davis, New York Times bestselling
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author of The Lions of Fifth Avenue The New York Times and USA Today bestselling
author of The Huntress and The Alice Network returns with another heart-stopping
World War II story of three female code breakers at Bletchley Park and the spy they
must root out after the war is over. 1940. As England prepares to fight the Nazis, three
very different women answer the call to mysterious country estate Bletchley Park,
where the best minds in Britain train to break German military codes. Vivacious
debutante Osla is the girl who has everything—beauty, wealth, and the dashing Prince
Philip of Greece sending her roses—but she burns to prove herself as more than a
society girl, and puts her fluent German to use as a translator of decoded enemy
secrets. Imperious self-made Mab, product of east-end London poverty, works the
legendary codebreaking machines as she conceals old wounds and looks for a socially
advantageous husband. Both Osla and Mab are quick to see the potential in local
village spinster Beth, whose shyness conceals a brilliant facility with puzzles, and soon
Beth spreads her wings as one of the Park’s few female cryptanalysts. But war, loss,
and the impossible pressure of secrecy will tear the three apart. 1947. As the royal
wedding of Princess Elizabeth and Prince Philip whips post-war Britain into a fever,
three friends-turned-enemies are reunited by a mysterious encrypted letter--the key to
which lies buried in the long-ago betrayal that destroyed their friendship and left one of
them confined to an asylum. A mysterious traitor has emerged from the shadows of
their Bletchley Park past, and now Osla, Mab, and Beth must resurrect their old alliance
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and crack one last code together. But each petal they remove from the rose code
brings danger--and their true enemy--closer...
NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER * From the pages of Vogue to the runways of Paris,
this "captivating" (Time) memoir by a legendary style icon captures the fashion world
from the inside out, in its most glamorous and most cutthroat moments. "The Chiffon
Trenches honestly and candidly captures fifty sublime years of fashion."--Manolo
Blahnik NAMED ONE OF THE BEST BOOKS OF THE YEAR BY NPR * Fortune *
Garden & Gun * New York Post During André Leon Talley's first magazine job,
alongside Andy Warhol at Interview, a fateful meeting with Karl Lagerfeld began a
decades-long friendship with the enigmatic, often caustic designer. Propelled into the
upper echelons by his knowledge and adoration of fashion, André moved to Paris as
bureau chief of John Fairchild's Women's Wear Daily, befriending fashion's most
important designers (Halston, Yves Saint Laurent, Oscar de la Renta). But as André
made friends, he also made enemies. A racially tinged encounter with a member of the
house of Yves Saint Laurent sent him back to New York and into the offices of Vogue
under Grace Mirabella. There, he eventually became creative director, developing an
unlikely but intimate friendship with Anna Wintour. As she rose to the top of Vogue's
masthead, André also ascended, and soon became the most influential man in fashion.
The Chiffon Trenches offers a candid look at the who's who of the last fifty years of
fashion. At once ruthless and empathetic, this engaging memoir tells with raw honesty
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the story of how André not only survived the brutal style landscape but thrived--despite
racism, illicit rumors, and all the other challenges of this notoriously cutthroat
industry--to become one of the most renowned voices and faces in fashion. Woven
throughout the book are also André's own personal struggles that have impacted him
over the decades, along with intimate stories of those he has turned to for inspiration
(Diana Vreeland, Diane von Fürstenberg, Lee Radziwill, to name a few), and of course
his Southern roots and ongoing faith, which have guided him since childhood. The
result is a highly compelling read that captures the essence of a world few of us will
ever have real access to, but one that we all want to know oh so much more about.
"Full of ambushes and firefights...From page one I knew I wanted to be a SEAL. The
more I read, the more I wanted to see if I could measure up." —Mark Owen, #1 New
York Times bestselling author of No Easy Day Because it's a novel, the truth can be
told. Because it's the truth, you'll never forget it... Gene Wentz's Men in Green Faces is
the classic novel of Vietnam that inspired a generation of SEALs. Here is the story of a
good soldier trained to be part of an elite team of warriors—and of the killing grounds
where he was forever changed. WITH A NEW FOREWORD BY THE AUTHOR Gene
Michaels carries an M-60, eight hundred rounds, and a Bible. The ultimate SEAL, he
also carries a murderous grudge against a bloodthirsty colonel who was once one of
their own. To bring him in, Michaels and his men will go behind the lines, where they'll
take on 5,000 NVA in the fight of their lives. In this stunning novel, former SEAL Gene
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Wentz brings to life what it was like to be a SEAL in Vietnam, running an endless tour of
top-secret, death-defying operations deep in enemy territory. From the camaraderie to
the harrowing recons, from brutal interrogations to incredible, toe-to-toe firefights, here
are America's most feared warriors as you've never seen them before.
In this ground-breaking book, best-selling author and former U.S. Navy SEAL Dick
Couch reports on the actions of the SEAL Task Unit during the Battle of Ramadi in Iraq
s al-Anbar Province between 2005 and 2007. When he began his research, the author
thought he would be writing about the SEALs courage in the face of a losing cause.
Instead, he discovered a startling success story whose importance has gone
unrecognized in the war against al-Qaeda. Couch argues that the lessons of Ramadi,
with SEALs fighting alongside regular forces in an urban war zone, call for using this
strategy more widely. One of the most significant military engagements in the global
war against terrorism since 9/11 and the most sustained and vicious engagement ever
fought by SEALs, the Battle of Ramadi demonstrates both their code of brotherhood
and ability to adapt in an urban battle space, which Couch identifies as the keys to the
SEALs success on the battlefield. The story of PO2 Michael Monsoor, who was
posthumously awarded the Medal of Honor for his bravery during the battle, is a
compelling example of their extraordinary brotherhood. First published in hardcover in
2008, the book is now available in paperback for the first time.
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